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Dutchie age verification partner IDScan.net provides a variety of ID scanner options to meet the 
needs of dispensaries and cannabis delivery businesses. All hardware integrates natively with 
Dutchie POS, parses ID information with 100% accuracy, and performs 2D barcode validation. 

Selecting the Right 
ID Scanner for Your Dispensary

Shop Dutchie Compatible ID Scanners at IDScan.net:
https://idscan.net/product/leaf-logix-hardware-options/ 



UV, IR, white light scanning + checks against 
hologram and watermark libraries 

Custom PII settings – save data, or flush all PII 
immediately

Capture photos of the ID or cropped ID image

Scan offline without Wi-Fi access

Desktop scanning that requires laptop/computer 

Reliably scans all US and Canadian government 
issued IDs and driver's licenses 

Catch up to 95% of fake IDs with VeriScan 
Authentication

Comply with all state and federal ID scanning 
regulations

Share data with Dutchie POS and CRM

Create and manage custom lists 
(banned, VIP, etc.)

Mobile scanning without attachment 
to desktop computer 

Scans global passport and passport ID MRZs 

E-Seek M280 Thales CR5400 E-Seek M500 Thales AT9000 Panasonic FZ-N1ID Scanner

In order to perform true document authentication, you will need to pair VeriScan with an 
authentication device: the Thales CR5400, E-Seek M500, or Thales AT9000. 
These devices contain specialty cameras, white/infrared/UV light, and can match documents 
against hologram and watermark libraries. Using one of these devices your dispensary can 
reliably catch 95% of fake IDs. 

All of the IDScan.net scanner solutions are equipped with best-in-class 2D barcode validation, 
which will catch suspicious and fraudulent IDs that contain anomalies in their 2D barcode. 

Catching The Most Fake IDs 



If your customers regularly use passports (US or International) as identification, you will need to 
select either the Thales AT9K, or the Panasonic FZ-N1. Both of these devices are capable of 
reading and parsing passport MRZs on all global passports and passport ID cards, in addition to 
US driver’s licenses and other government issued IDs.

Passport Scanning



If you are looking for an ID scanner to help with line busting, for cannabis delivery, or simply 
prefer a handheld option, you will select the Panasonic FZ-N1. 
This device is extremely durable, reliable, and includes up to 8 hours of battery life. 
It works without internet connectivity and in low light environments with an auto-focus laser 
barcode scanner.

Mobile Scanning



Your dispensary also has the option to use the VeriScan application to scan IDs using an iPad, 
Android, or iPhone. Simply visit the AppStore and download and install the VeriScan Online 
mobile app, and follow the sync instructions in the Dutchie knowledgebase. 
However, iPads are only capable of performing basic 2D barcode validation, and do not include 
auto-focus or laser scanning. 

Hardware Free ID Scanning



marley@idscan.net

www.idscan.net

(504) 434-0222

Contact Us:

The IDScan.net Cannabis Team is happy to help you select the right device. 
You can contact their team at 504.434.0222 or marley@idscan.net for personalized assistance. 

I’m not sure which scanner I need! 

The Dutchie knowledgebase contains detailed walkthroughs on setting up your scanner. 

How do I set up my scanner? 

Orders by 2PM ship same-day. We offer free ground shipping to the continental US. 
You can purchase expedited shipping to receive your scanners even sooner. 

When will I get my hardware? 

All desktop scanners require a Windows computer to perform ID scanning, validation, 
and authentication. Android and iOS mobile scanning devices do not. 

Does the hardware need to be hooked up to a computer? 

The price of ID scanners is variable depending on the scanner’s capabilities. IDScan.net offers 
the most affordable prices on best-in-class scanning products. We sell only the most durable, 
reliable devices to Dutchie customers. 

How much does the hardware cost? 

FAQ 


